
dall’Agocchie’s Single Sword 

Unit 1 

This unit covers the basic guards, cuts, and solo drills introduced on the first day of dall’Agocchie’s 1572 book, Dell’Arte 

di Scrimia. Known also as “On the Art of Fencing”, this book is presented as a dialog over several days.  

Dall’Agocchie breaks the text into six headings, four of which are presented on the first day (i.e. chapter) of his book.  

Heading 1 – Parts of the Sword 

 
  



Heading 2 – The Cuts 
In his system there are twelve cuts and three thrusts.  

The True Edge Cuts  
The true edge, linear cuts are split into two categories: the dritti from the right and the riversi from the left. Each of 

these is further sub divided into four directions as shown on the diagram below.  

 

 Fendente (To the Teeth) – Descending 

 Squalimbro (Diagonal) – Diagonal descending, spelled “squalimbrato” in other manuals 

 Tondo (Round) – Horizontal 

 Ridoppio (Redouble) – Diagonal rising 

 Dritto or Mandritto (Straight) – Any cut that starts on the sword side (right for most fencers) 

 Riverso (Reverse) – Any cut that starts on the off-side  

The False Edge Cuts 
The falso dritto is a rising, false edge cut from the right that follows the line of the Ridoppio. The falso manco is the 

same from the left. 

Circular Cuts: Tramazzone or Molinello  
A molinello is any cut that takes a circular rather than linear path. A molinello may be descending or rising, the latter 

being done with the false edge. It may be done on either side with the wrist or elbow, but rarely the whole arm. 

The dritto and riverso tramazzone are a specific type of molinello that is thrown from the wrist. A tramazzone cuts with 

the true edge on the downward pass like a fendente. 

The Thrusts 
There are three named trusts. 

 Imbroccata (Indirect Thrust): Overhand thrust 

 Stoccata (Thrust): Underhand thrust 

 Punta Riversa (Reverse Thrust): Thrust from the left side  

  



Heading 3 – The Guards 
Dall’Agocchie didn’t offer images, so these were culled from other primary and secondary sources. 

Low Guards 
Giovanni selects four low guards to focus on, but he does mention others. 

 Coda lunga stretta (Long narrow tail): Sword outside the right side, right foot forward 

 Coda lunga alta (Long high tail): Sword outside the right side, left foot forward 

 Porta di ferro (Iron Gate): Sword above the knee, right foot forward 

 Cinghiale porta di ferro (Wild boar iron gate): Sword inside the knee, left foot forward 

For all four primary guards, the point is aimed at the opponent. If the point is lowered, it becomes larga or wide/large. 

Raising the tip returns it to stretta or narrow. Raising the hand itself while keeping the point online makes it alta. 

High Guards 
Next up is the high guards. Again, there are four primary guards and a few others mentioned in passing. 

 Guardia d’alicorno: Unicorn guard, essentially prima/first 

 Guardia di testa: Head guard, arm is well extended and online. Sword is angled diagonal down to the left. 

 Guardia di faccia: Face guard, well extended arm with palm up  

 Guardia d’entrare: Entering guard, same as above but with palm down. (i.e. seconda) 
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Heading 4 – Moving between the Guards 
This is a translation of the first kata taught by dall’Agocchie. It is designed to teach footwork in conjunction with the 

guards and cuts. Mastery of this sequence is necessary before moving on to day 2 of his book. The text in italics is my 

current interpretation. 

Start: Suppose you have your sword at your left side, in the act of laying hand upon it, and the heel of your right 

foot near your left one. Both your knees will be straight and not bowed, arranging yourself with as much grace as 

possible. 

1: Having done this, you’ll put your right foot forward toward your right side, and in that tempo you’ll extend your 

arm and do a falso, and a riverso sgualimbro; or do two riversi, the first tondo and the second likewise 

sgualimbro; thereby going with your sword into coda lunga stretta. 

Begin with an offside horizontal cut. Arc it high so you can immediately follow with an offside diagonal cut. These are your riverso tondo and 

roverso squalimbro. You will end in long tail narrow with the right foot forward. This sword will be forward and outside the 

knee. If you hold it somewhat low and angled you can better protect the forward leg, but don’t go too low though or you will 

jeopardize the head. 

From here you should be able to easily thrust to the side of the head or lower the tip and gut check the 

body. 

2: And from here you’ll step forward with your left foot toward your left side, 

doing a falso and mandritto sgualimbro in that instant, and the sword will fall into 

cinghiale porta di ferro. 

The falso is basically a quick snap with the back edge of the sword, in this case aimed at the left cheek. It will 

arc around to an onside diagonal cut to the left temple.  

It ends in wild boar iron gate, with the hand a little bit inside the knee and blade angled to the right to 

protect the body. 

3: And then you’ll go forward one pace with your right foot, and in that tempo you’ll 

turn a dritto tramazzone, which will end in porta di ferro stretta. 

The tramazzone is a circular cut. When executed correctly, your opponent will at first think this is a normal 

downward cut that may be followed by a rising cut from below. So fooled, he will lower his sword to protect 

that line. But since this is really a circular cut, it will arc around and attack the same high line, usually the 

head or shoulder, that it just left.  

This cut doesn’t go to the ground. Rather it ends in iron gate. Iron gate is a balanced defensive guard with 

the hand above the knee and the blade angled neither left nor right. It is called the iron gate because it 

can swing closed on either side, or above, using easily executed cuts. 

To be effective the arm must be extended and the point about face level. Iron gate can be high or low, but 

is never so far out that the blade is nearly horizontal. (That is known as long-point and is used differently.) 

4: Then you’ll advance with your left foot, doing a falso, and a riverso sgualimbro, and the sword will go into 

coda lunga alta. 

The falso from iron gate is a snap to the chin, with power they should look like a Pez dispenser. Follow this with a quick offside diagonal. I like 

to throw the first cut with the shoulder and the second with the elbow.  

Long tail high is just like the first long tail, except with the hand held somewhat higher because you don’t need to protect the left leg. In fact, 

you want someone to attack that leg, If they try, you can easily pull the left leg back and hit them on top of the head. 



5: Then you’ll step forward with your right foot and in the same tempo you’ll throw a riverso ridoppio, stopping 

the sword in guardia d’alicorno. 

The riverso ridoppio is an offside, diagonal cut that starts low. To start this you need to rotate your tip downward just before starting the step.  

If you perform this correctly with the true edge, your sword will end in the unicorn guard with the right foot forward. 

6: And being fixed in the said guard you’ll drive an imbroccata without any taking any step, and the sword will stop in 

porta di ferro stretta. 

From unicorn, jab them in the face. Then crank your arm down into iron gate with your point in their skull. 

7: From here you’ll withdraw your right foot a pace, and all in one tempo you’ll execute a falso and a riverso 

sgualimbro, and the sword will return to coda lunga alta. 

At this point your enemy is dead, but may not yet know it. So retreating with safety is important. With another chin/temple combination, take 

one step back. 

8: Then you’ll draw your left foot back, and next turn a mandritto tramazzone, which will end in porta di ferro 

stretta. 

Without pausing, turn take the motion from the sgualimbro and turn it into tramazzone. That is to say, arc it around to hit the top of the head 

while taking a step back 

9: Then you’ll return your right foot back a pace, turning a dritto tramazzone in that tempo, with which you’ll 

fall into cinghiale porta di ferro. 

Repeat the head strike using the same arc and another step back. 

10: And from here, you’ll draw the left foot back, doing a falso and riverso sgualimbro in that instant, and the 

sword will return to coda lunga stretta, and thus you’ll be returned to the same place with the same guards. 

Thinking you’ll try a third descending head strike, instead do a rising false edge cut to the face. Again, this is paired with an offside diagonal to 

the head. 


